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B and C Zone Limits: Defined by the following streets: Athinon Ave. - Karolou - Marnis - Patision - 

Alexandras Ave. - Feidippidou - Mesogeion - P. Kanellopoulou - Alimou Ave. - Katechaki  until the 

area of Kaisariani.  Zone D areas: Aspropyrgos - Elefsina - Fylis - Thrakomakedones - Varibobi - 

Kryoneri - Anoixi - Ag. Stefanos - Dionysos - Stavros - Spata - Paiania - Glyka Nera - Marcopoulo - 

Varkiza - Vari.

          SPECIAL SERVICES

         Easy Express - delivery within an hour (Zones A,B and C)

         Delivery to difficult to access areas (2-3 days)

         Cash or Check delivery Service

         Cash collection

         Purchase

         Delivery by appointment

         Delivery on Saturday 

         Zone A - delivery within 4 hours (small circulation ring)

         Zone B - delivery within 4 hours (Northeastern and Northwestern regions)

         Zone C - delivery within 4 hours (Southeastern and Southwestern regions)

         Zone B to C or reversed - delivery within 4 hours

         Zone D - delivery within 6 hours

         Zone E - delivery upon prior agreement (rest of the Attica region) 

Every shipment carried by Easy Mail is automatically insured up to the amount of 50€ for documents and 100€ for items. Additional 

surcharge for shipments of more than 100€ of value, is 0,8% over the insured value.

The charge for each shipment depends on the combination of size and weight. If the volumetric weight of the shipment (length x 

height x width in centimeters/5.000) is greater that the actual weight, then the charge is based on the volumetric weight. 

         Within the city next working day delivery up to 2 kilos
          Additional surcharge per kilo 
         To land destinations next working day delivery up to 2 kilos
          Additional surcharge per kilo 
         To islands 2 working days delivery up to 2 kilos
          Additional surcharge per kilo 

          SAME-DAY DELIVERY ATTICA

*V.A.T. 23% not included on the prices

          SHIPMENT INSURANCE

          VOLUME CHARGE

         Collection - Delivery on Sunday or holidays 

         Deposit of Competition Documents 

         Return of Proclamations 

* Special services operate as a surcharge in basic rates

          GROUP SHIPMENTS

         Next Day Delivery to difficult to access areas (only for land destinations)

         Return of Protocol 

Single charge and special pricelists for group shipment transportation. Delivery time and charges determined by prior agreement 

depending on the volume and characteristics of each project.

         Morning delivery by 10:00 am (Island destinations excluded)

          BASIC SERVICES

         Return of Documents 


